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Abstract: Spatiotemporal variations of oxygen concentration affect the cell behaviors that are involved
in physiological and pathological events. In our previous study with Dictyostelium discoideum (Dd) as
a model of cell motility, aggregations of Dd cells exhibited long-lasting and highly stable migration
in a self-generated hypoxic environment, forming a ring shape that spread toward the outer higher
oxygen region. However, it is still unclear what kinds of changes in the migratory properties are
responsible for the observed phenomena. Here, we investigated the migration of Dd to clarify the
oxygen-dependent characteristics of aerokinesis and aerotaxis. Migratory behaviors of Dd cells were
analyzed under various oxygen concentration gradients and uniform oxygen conditions generated
in microfluidic devices. Under hypoxic conditions below 2% O2, corresponding to less than 25 µM
O2 in the culture medium, the migration of Dd cells was enhanced (aerokinesis) and the oxygen
gradient guided the cells toward the oxygen-rich region (aerotaxis). The aerotaxis was attributed to
the increase in the frequency of migration associated with the direction of higher O2, the acceleration
of migration velocity, and the enhancement of migration straightness. Thus, aerokinesis and aerotaxis
are dependent on both the oxygen level and possibly relative gradient and are essential mechanisms
for the migration of Dd.

Keywords: microfluidic device; cell migration; oxygen; aerotaxis; Dictyostelium discoideum

1. Introduction

Oxygen is essential for many living organisms to generate energy [1]. Oxygen con-
centrations in vivo are lower than those in the atmosphere due to oxygen consumption
by cells, and they change spatiotemporally [2]. The spatiotemporal variations of oxygen
concentration affect cell behaviors that are involved in physiological and pathological
events [3,4]. For example, vascular endothelial cells initiate angiogenesis under hypoxia to
supply oxygen to tissues with blood flow [5]. Macrophages are known to aggregate to an
inflammatory hypoxic region through immune reactions [6]. Moreover, cancer cells change
their characteristics and migratory behaviors by hypoxic exposure [7], which promote
metastasis and proliferation [8]. An in vitro study also reported the remarkable oxygen-
directed migration of epithelial cells under a self-generated hypoxic environment as a
result of cellular oxygen consumption in a confined environment [9]. The cell motility that
varies with the oxygen environment is categorized into two modes: random movement
with an oxygen-dependent magnitude is called “aerokinesis”, while directed movement
attracted by oxygen is called “aerotaxis”. Aerotaxis is a phenomenon that is well known in
bacteria [10].
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Dictyostelium discoideum (Dd) is a representative species of cellular slime mold that is
classified into the Amoebozoa [11]. The amoeboid cells of Dd have been employed as a
model organism for the motility of mammalian cells [12], because they are easy to handle
and have genes that are fundamentally similar to those of mammals [13]. Dd is known to
change and direct its migration by sensing variations in the surrounding microenvironment,
such as temperature [14], light [15,16], electric current [17], and chemical substances [18].
For chemotaxis, characteristics and mechanisms common to human leukocytes have been
reported in Dd [19,20]. In terms of oxygen [21], Dd has been reported to sense oxygen
conditions and change behaviors, such as spore differentiation [22], and to need oxygen
for protein synthesis [23], the germination of spores [24], and proliferation [25]. It has
also been reported that Dd has an ortholog [26] of the hypoxia-inducible factor that is
responsible for sensing low oxygen conditions in mammalian cells [27]. Therefore, Dd is
an ideal biological system to study the oxygen-dependent cellular dynamics of eukaryotic
cells. Our former study [28] and another one, more recent, using the same confined spot
assay [29], demonstrated that Dd cells exhibit long-lasting and highly stable migration
toward oxygen-rich regions (i.e., an aerotactic response) guided by a self-generated oxygen
gradient. We also showed that cells under strong hypoxia exhibit an aerokinetic response.
With the help of several models, we proposed that self-generated oxygen gradients depend
on the interplay between cell motility, cell division and aerotaxis, rather than cell-cell
interactions. Biondo et al. discussed the possible molecular origins of sensing oxygen
(see the Discussion section below) but they found a minor role of cell divisions even at
higher oxygen levels [29,30]. It is hence still unclear what kinds of changes in the migratory
properties of cells are responsible for the observed aerokinetic and aerotactic responses
under oxygen gradients. What are the oxygen field properties that trigger these cellular
responses: the absolute value c of O2 field, or ∇c or ∇c/c (logarithmic sensing)?

Microfluidic devices are useful tools for the observation of cell behaviors induced
by changes of environmental factors [31] and are used in a variety of cell studies [32–34].
They enable the control of environmental factors and biochemical substances for cultured
cells to reproduce the characteristics of the in vivo microenvironment. Various microfluidic
devices have also been developed to control microenvironmental oxygen concentrations
by chemical reactions with an oxygen scavenger, such as sodium sulfite [35,36], or by gas
exchange by supplying gas mixtures at predefined oxygen concentrations [37,38]. Our
group has developed microfluidic devices that enable the precise and rapid control of
oxygen concentrations for the real-time observation of cells [39–41].

Here, we investigated the migration of Dd to clarify the aerokinetic and aerotactic
characteristics responsible for oxygen-dependent migration. The migratory behaviors of
Dd cells were observed while exposing them to various oxygen concentration gradients or
uniform oxygen conditions by using microfluidic devices. The cell trajectories were ana-
lyzed with time-lapse phase-contrast microscopy. The results indicated that the migration
of Dd was dependent on both the oxygen concentration and oxygen concentration gradient.
Especially under high hypoxic conditions below 2% O2, cell migration was enhanced and
the oxygen gradient guided the cells toward oxygen-rich regions.

2. Methods
2.1. Microfluidic Device

We developed a double-layer microfluidic device with an oxygen concentration control
(Figure 1a). The device is 30 × 30 mm square, and the thickness is 4 mm. Inside the device,
the two gas channels in a 1 mm interval are located at 0.5 mm from the bottom surface,
perpendicularly crossing above the three parallel media channels on the bottom. The width
and height are 2 mm and 0.15 mm for all channels, respectively. The device was fabricated
from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 184 Silicone Elastomer Kit, The Dow Chemical
Company, Midland, MI, USA) by soft lithography. The PDMS was poured onto silicon
wafers laminated with 0.15 mm-thick channel patterns of the gas or media channels to
0.5 mm thickness, and then cured in an oven at 60 ◦C for more than 4 h. A 0.5 mm-thick
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polycarbonate (PC) film (20 mm× 25 mm) of low gas permeability was placed on the PDMS
layer of the gas channels to prevent oxygen infusion from the atmosphere. Then, additional
PDMS were poured onto the PDMS layer of the gas channels covering the PC film to 3.5 mm
thickness, and then cured in the oven overnight. After peeling off the PDMS layers from
the silicon wafers and punching holes to access the gas channels, the channel-patterned
bottom surface of the PDMS layer with the gas channel and the top surface of that with the
media channels were hydrophilized by using a plasma cleaner (PDC-32G, Harrick Plasma,
Ithaca, NY, USA) before bonding together. Holes to access the media channels were then
punched for the PDMS mold. Finally, a glass coverslip of 30 × 30 mm square was bonded
to the media channel-pattered bottom surface of the PDMS mold. The x and y-axes were
defined to be parallel and perpendicular to the media channels, respectively, and the z-axis
was in the vertical direction. The origin was set at the center of the device.

The oxygen concentration in the device was controlled by gas exchange between the
gas channels and the media channels by supplying gas mixtures at predefined oxygen
concentrations into the gas channels. The oxygen concentration in the device was obtained
by three-dimensional numerical simulation by commercial multiphysics software (COM-
SOL Multiphysics ver. 5.5, COMSOL AB, Sweden) [42]. First, the Navier-Stokes equations
and the equation of continuity were solved for the gas flow in the gas channels. The gas
mixtures supplied to the gas channels were assumed to be an incompressible fluid. For
the boundary conditions of the fluid flow analysis, a constant flow rate of 30 mL/min was
applied at the inlets of the gas channels, and zero pressure was assumed at the outlets.
On the channel wall, a no-slip condition was applied. Then, the convection-diffusion
equation was solved for distribution of oxygen concentration in the device. The device was
surrounded by an atmosphere containing 21% O2, and the initial conditions for the oxygen
concentration of PDMS, polycarbonate, and media were defined according to Henry’s law.
For the interface between PDMS and media, a partition condition was applied to satisfy
the continuity of the partial pressure of oxygen [43] considering the oxygen solubility in
each material [44]. On the bottom glass coverslip of the device, a no-flux condition was
applied. The physical properties of the medium (assumed as water), gas, PDMS, and PC
film are summarized in Table 1. In the case that the gas mixtures containing 0% and 21%
oxygen concentration were supplied to the left and right gas channels, respectively, an
oxygen concentration gradient from 0.4% to 21% oxygen concentration was generated
along each media channel (x-direction) (Figure 1b). Note that in region A1 of Figure 1a,
the gradient is negative due to residual oxygen in the far-left region of the device. In the
case that the gas mixtures containing 2% and 21% oxygen concentration were supplied to
the left and right gas channels, respectively, an oxygen concentration gradient from 2.4%
to 21% oxygen concentration was generated (Figure 1b). In addition, by supplying the
same gas mixtures containing 0.5%, 1%, 2%, 3%, or 21% O2 to both gas channels, uniform
oxygen concentrations of 0.8%, 1.3%, 2.3%, 3.3%, or 21% O2 were generated throughout the
media channel. The slight deviation between the oxygen concentration in the supplied gas
mixture and in the media channels was due to oxygen infusion from the atmosphere. The
oxygen concentration profile in the y-direction was constant at each x-directional location in
the media channels. Since the gas flow rate was sufficiently large compared to the diffusion
velocity of oxygen, the same oxygen concentration profiles were generated in all three
media channels within about 15 min after the gas supply. Therefore, the microfluidic device
enabled us to simultaneously perform three cellular experiments under the same oxygen
conditions. The accuracy of the numerical simulation was experimentally validated in our
previous studies [28,40], and it was also confirmed in the present microfluidic device by
using an oxygen-sensing film [28] (Figure S1).
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Figure 1. Microfluidic device and definition of metrics for cell migration. (a) Schematic of the device.
The two gas channels (blue) were located vertically above and perpendicular to the three media
channels (magenta), and the polycarbonate film (yellow) was embedded over the channels. The x
and y-axes were defined to be parallel and perpendicular to the media channels, respectively, and
the z-axis was in the vertical direction. A region of interest (ROI) was set in each media channel
between the two gas channels, and each ROI was divided into five areas, A1–A5 (1 mm2 each).
(b) Computational results of oxygen concentration c along the media channel (y = 0 mm, z = 0 mm),
generated by supplying gas mixtures at various oxygen concentrations, cL and cR, to the left and
right gas channels, respectively. (c) Metrics for the evaluation of cell migration for 1 min between
t = ti and ti+1. The subscript i indicates the present time step, and the subscripts i − 1 and i + 1 are
1 min before and after, respectively. The migration distance is dli, which is decomposed into the
x and y-directional displacements, dlx,i and dly,i. The migration angle is θi against the x-axis, and
dθi (= θi − θi−1) is the angle shift with respect to the moving direction 1 min before. The straightness
index S becomes 1 when the cell maintains straight migration in the same direction, while it becomes
−1 when the cell changes the migration direction to be opposite.
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Table 1. Physical properties of each component and parameters for numerical simulations.

Material Medium Gas PDMS PC film

Density, ρ [kg/m3] 1.0 × 103 1
Viscosity, µ [Pa s] 1.0 × 10−3 1.0 × 10−5

Diffusivity of oxygen, D [m2/s] 2.0 × 10−9 2.0 × 10−5 4.0 × 10−9 2.0 × 10−12

Concentration of oxygen in the material near
the air interface (at 21% O2), CS [mM] 0.218 1.25 1.25

Flow volume, Q [mL/min] 0 30
Oxygen tension, c [%] 21 0–21

2.2. Cellular Experiments

The Ax2 strain Dd cells were provided by the National BioResource Project (NBRP
Nenkin, Tsukuba, Japan) and cultured axenically with HL5 medium (HLF2; Formedium,
Hunstanton, UK) containing 1% glucose and 0.1% penicillin-streptomycin (15140-122;
Gibco, Waltham, MA, USA) on cell culture dishes at 22 ◦C as amebic cells. Dd cells
were harvested from the culture dishes and introduced into the media channels in the
microfluidic device at a density of 2 × 106 cells/mL (400 cells/mm2) with the same HL5
medium. After incubation for 20 min to adhere Dd cells to the bottom surface of the media
channels, the device was placed on a stage incubator (TP-CHSQ-C, TOKAI HIT, Fujinomiya,
Japan) mounted on a microscope (IX83, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan), and controlled at 22 ◦C.
Just after gas mixtures of oxygen and nitrogen at predefined oxygen concentrations were
supplied at 30 mL/min to the left and right gas channels to control oxygen conditions,
time-lapse imaging was started. Phase-contrast microscopic images of the central part of
each media channel including a region of interest (ROI) of 5 mm× 1 mm (1500× 300 pixels)
were obtained every 30 s for 4 h using a 4× objective lens (UPLFLN4XPH, Olympus, Tokyo,
Japan) (Figure 1a). Experiments were conducted with four devices for each condition.

2.3. Motility Analysis

The motility of Dd cells in the ROI, which was divided into five areas (A1–A5) of
1 × 1 mm square each, was analyzed with sequential microscopic images (Figure 1a).
The positions of Dd cells were detected at each time step by analyzing the microscopic
images with the open-source software ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, New York, NY,
USA) with its built-in plugin, Find Maxima. Then, the individual cells were tracked using
MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) by minimizing the total of squared displacements
with a published tracking code [45]. All trajectory data were analyzed using in-house
MATLAB programs. The cell migration was evaluated by measuring displacements of
the cells in 1 min. The migration distance in 1 min between the time steps ti and ti+1 was
defined as dli, which was decomposed into the x and y-directional displacements dlx,i and
dly,i, respectively (Figure 1c). The migration direction with respect to the x-axis direction
was defined as θi, and the angle shift compared to the last migration direction was defined
as dθi (= θi − θi−1). Based on the value θi, the cell migrations were classified into those
in four quadrants (Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4, see Figure 1c), the ±x-directions (0 or π), and
±y-directions (±π/2). Moreover, the straightness index S was quantified as follows:

S = 1− |dθi|
90

Here, for the quantification of these indexes, cells with displacement (dli 6= 0) over
two consecutive time steps were evaluated.

The migration of Dd cells under each oxygen condition was measured using one media
channel in each of the four microfluidic devices. Significant differences between three or
more conditions were evaluated by one-way ANOVA followed by a post-Tukey test for
multiple comparisons. In addition, significant differences between the two conditions were
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assessed by Welch’s t-test. In each test, statistical significance and the tendency toward
significance were inferred at p < 0.05 and p < 0.1, respectively.

3. Results
3.1. Migration Velocity under an Oxygen Concentration Gradient

Under the oxygen concentration gradient from 0.4% to 21% O2, Dd cells on the hypoxic
side (left-hand side) showed a different migration tendency compared with those on the
normoxic side (Figure 2a). In the hypoxic areas A1 and A2, where the oxygen concentration
was ≤2% O2, Dd cells showed changes in the x-directional displacements dlx,i. The migration
of the cells in the areas A1 and A2 were toward the −x and x-direction, respectively, implying
migration toward the normoxic sides. At the most hypoxic location at x = −1.6 mm where
the slope of the oxygen concentration gradient was inverted, the directionality of the cell
migration was changed. Although Dd cells migrated also in the y-direction, the average of the
y-directional displacements dly,i were almost zero, regardless of the position. The deviation of
the average absolute value of each directional displacement became larger on the hypoxic side
than on the normoxic side, while the average value was locally decreased around x =−1.6 mm
where the oxygen gradient is changing direction (Figure 2b). These variations were caused by
an increase of the migration velocity by hypoxic exposure and a quiescent state in the severe
hypoxia between the areas A1 and A2. In the severe hypoxic region, the Dd shrank, stopped
migration, and could easily be detached from the substrate by flows immediately after starting
the gas supply. An aerotactic index, AI = dlx,i/|dlx,i|, was calculated referring to a chemotactic
index normally used as a metric for chemotaxis [46] (Figure 2c). Remarkably, the aerotactic
index showed a similar tendency as the relative gradient of oxygen concentration (i.e., (cfront
− crear)/c × 100 = ∆c/c × 100) numerically calculated assuming that the distance between
the leading and tailing edges of the cell was 15 µm. Then, an oxygen concentration gradient
from 2.4% to 21% O2 was generated by supplying gas mixtures containing 2% and 21% O2 to
the left and right gas channels, respectively. Under this condition, the migration did not show
any oxygen-dependent variations (Figure 3). Thus, we demonstrated that aerotactic migration
specifically occurs in a hypoxic environment of ≤2% O2.

3.2. Directionality of Migration under an Oxygen Concentration Gradient

The displacements of Dd cells in each direction in 1 min were classified into five levels
(a ≤ −4, −3 ≤ a ≤ −2, −1 ≤ a ≤ 1, 2 ≤ a ≤ 3, or a ≥ 4 [pixel], where a = dlx,i or dly,i
and 1 pixel = 3.3 µm), and the frequency of each level was compared between the areas
A1–A5 (Figure S2). In the areas A1 and A2 where notable ±x-directional cell migrations
were observed, the proportion of cells with |dlx,i| ≥ 2 [pixel] was larger than in the other
areas A3–A5. The proportion of cells with large −x-directional displacement significantly
increased in area A1, while that with large x-directional displacement significantly increased
in area A2. This represents increased cell migration toward oxygen-rich regions compared
to the other areas. However, no significant difference was observed in the proportion of
cells with ±y-directional displacements between areas A1–A5. Consequently, the increases
in ±x-directional displacements were caused by the oxygen concentration gradient.
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Figure 2. Directional cell migration of Dd cells under an oxygen gradient generated by supplying gas
mixtures of 0% and 21% O2 to the left and right gas channels, respectively. (a) The average values of
the x and y-directional displacements in 1 min, dlx,i and dly,i, and (b) the average absolute values
of those displacements for each 1 h interval after the oxygen concentration gradient was generated.
The plots show the average values of all cells tracked within each 1 h at each location. The computed
profile of oxygen concentration c is overlapped (blue dashed line), showing the oxygen gradient from
0.4% O2 to 21% O2. (c) Average aerotactic index, AI = dlx,i /

∣∣dlx,i
∣∣, overlapped with the computed

profile of oxygen concentration (left) and relative gradient of oxygen concentration, ∆c/c × 100, over
15 µm (right). The error bars show standard deviations of independent experiments (N = 4).
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Figure 3. Directional cell migration of Dd cells under an oxygen gradient generated by supplying
gas mixtures of 2% and 21% O2 to the left and right gas channels, respectively. (a) The average
values of the x and y-directional displacements in 1 min, dlx,i and dly,i, and (b) the average absolute
values of those displacements for each 1 h interval after the oxygen concentration gradient was
generated. The plots show the average values of all cells tracked within each 1 h at each location. The
computed profile of the oxygen concentration c is overlapped (blue dashed line), showing the oxygen
gradient from 2.4% O2 to 21% O2. (c) Average aerotactic index, AI = dlx,i /

∣∣dlx,i
∣∣, overlapped with

the computed profile of oxygen concentration (left) and relative gradient of oxygen concentration,
∆c/c × 100, over 15 µm (right). The error bars show standard deviations of independent experiments
(N = 3).
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The directionality of migration was further investigated by evaluating the cells in
area A2 in more detail. The number of cells with a migration direction of |θi| < 22.5◦ in
the direction of higher oxygen concentrations was slightly larger than those in the other
directions (Figure 4a). The number of cells with an angle shift of |dθi| < 22.5◦ was higher,
indicating that the cells tended to maintain the migration direction (Figure 4b). Moreover,
the angle shift dθi was evaluated by classifying the cells into eight groups that migrated
toward four quadrants, Q1–Q4, and in the ±x- and ±y-directions based on the migration
directions θi−1 1 min before (Figure 4c). Cells with small angular changes were dominant
in all groups since the number of cells of |dθi| < 22.5◦ was the largest, followed by those
with the second smallest angular changes of 22.5◦ < |dθi| < 67.5◦. The number of cells
migrating toward the right direction (i.e., the quadrants Q1 and Q4, and the x-direction)
with higher oxygen concentrations was significantly higher than that in the other direction
(Figure S3). The straightness index S of the cell migration toward the right direction was
significantly higher than those in the other directions (Figure 4d). In addition, the migration
velocity of cells with larger straightness tended to be faster (Figure S3c). Furthermore,
cells migrating toward the right direction had lower rates of stopping at a subsequent
time (i.e., dli+1 = 0) (Figure 4e). Cells migrating in the ±y-directions tended to change
their directions at sin(dθi) ≈ ∓0.1 at the next step, respectively, which corresponded to
the direction changes toward the oxygen-rich regions (Figure 4f). Overall, we found that
cells migrated toward the higher oxygen concentrations with a higher directionality and a
higher migration velocity.

3.3. Migration under a Uniform Oxygen Environment (Aerokinesis)

The migratory behaviors under various uniform oxygen environments were measured
to further investigate how Dd cell migration varies with oxygen concentration. The absolute
values of the x-directional displacement of the cells for every hour showed transient
changes of the migration velocity (Figure 5a). The same tendency was observed in the
y-direction (Figure S4). Taken together with the time required for stabilization of the oxygen
condition, the data obtained between 1 h and 4 h were employed for further evaluation.
The x-directional displacements of the cells under severe hypoxic conditions generated by
supplying gas mixtures containing 1% and 0.5% O2 were larger than those under the other
conditions (Figure 5a,b). The average absolute values of the x-directional displacement
between 1 h and 2 h showed uniform distributions for each oxygen condition (Figure 5c).
Moreover, the frequencies of the x-directional displacements as classified into five levels,
as described above, showed large displacements of |dlx,i| ≥ 2 [pixel] that increased
under severe hypoxic conditions (Figure 5d). A lower oxygen concentration increased the
displacement of the cells regardless of the migration direction (Figure 6a). Cells that kept a
straight migration (|dθi| < 22.5◦) were dominant under each uniform oxygen condition.
The proportion of static cells with almost no displacement showed a local maximum when
a gas mixture of 3% O2 was supplied and tended to decrease as the oxygen concentration in
the gas mixture was decreased (Figure 6b). The straightness index S of cell migration was
relatively large at 1% O2, but no significant differences between the different conditions
were noted with this parameter (Figure 6c). Overall, we observe a significant aerokinetic
response with an increase in the instantaneous speed and a marked trend for more straight
trajectories at oxygen levels lower than or equal to 1% O2.
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Figure 4. Quantification of directionality of the migration of Dd cells between 1 h and 2 h under an
oxygen gradient generated by supplying N2 and a gas mixture containing 21% O2 balanced with
N2 to the left and right gas channels, respectively. Representative wind-rose plots of (a) migration
direction θi and (b) angle shift dθi of all tracked cells in area A2 are shown. (c) Wind-rose plots of
angle shift dθi of the cell migration classified into those toward four quadrants (Q1–Q4) or ±x and
±y-directions according to the moving direction θi−1 at the previous time step. Note that the polar
coordinate axes are rotated by θi−1 to visually understand that the direction of dθi = 0 keeps the
previous migration direction. The number presented in the center of each wind-rose plot indicates
the number of static cells (dli = 0). (d) The straightness index S and (e) the proportion of static cells,
and (f) sin(dθi), evaluated for cells migrating toward each quadrant or direction. The error bars show
standard deviations of independent experiments (N = 4). Significant differences were assessed by
Welch’s t test for between two conditions or by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test
for multiple comparisons. † p < 0.1; * p < 0.05.
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Figure 5. The x-directional migration of Dd cells under uniform oxygen conditions generated by
supplying the same gas mixture to both gas channels (cL = cR). (a) The time variations evaluated
every hour, (b) the average values between 1 h and 4 h, and (c) the average absolute values of the
x-directional displacement in 1 min evaluated between 1 h and 2 h. (d) Histogram of the x-directional
displacement dlx,i of the cells between 1 h and 2 h. 1 pixel = 3.3 µm. The error bars show standard
deviations of independent experiments (N = 4). Significant differences were assessed by one-way
ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test for multiple comparisons. † p < 0.1; * p < 0.05.
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Figure 6. Quantification of directionality of the migration of Dd cells between 1 h and 2 h under
uniform oxygen conditions. (a) Representative wind-rose plots of migration direction θi and angle
shift dθi of all tracked cells under the conditions of cL = cR = 21% and 0.5%. The number presented
in the center of each wind-rose plot indicates the number of static cells (dli = 0). (b) The proportion
of static cells and (c) the straightness index S of the cells under various uniform oxygen conditions.
The error bars show standard deviations of independent experiments (N = 4). Significant differences
were assessed by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test for multiple comparisons.
† p < 0.1.
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4. Discussion

The migration of Dd cells is dependent on the oxygen concentration and oxygen
concentration gradient. An isotropic hypoxic condition of ≤2% O2 enhanced the cell
migration (aerokinesis), while a spatial gradient of ≤2% O2 induced directional migration
toward oxygen-rich regions (aerotaxis). Aerotaxis is attributed to the increase of frequency
of migration associated within the direction of higher O2, the acceleration of migration
velocity, and the enhancement of migration straightness.

Dd cells migrated toward regions with a higher O2 under an oxygen concentration
gradient of ≤2% O2 (Figure 2a). In contrast, they randomly migrated without any specific
directionality regardless of the oxygen gradient under >2% O2 (Figure 3). Therefore, the
aerotaxis of Dd cells toward an oxygen-rich region occurs only under hypoxia of ≤2%
O2. The aerotactic index showed a similar tendency as the relative gradient of oxygen
concentration to some extent under the oxygen concentration gradient from 0.4% to 21%
O2 (Figure 2c) but not under the oxygen concentration gradient under >2% O2. For this
condition (2.4% to 21% gradient, Figure 3c), even if the absolute value of the relative
gradient was lower than for the 0.4% to 21% condition (Figure 2c), the aerotactic index was
zero. This suggests that the relative gradient of oxygen concentration is not controlling
aerotaxis above 2% O2.

In hypoxic regions of ≤2% O2 under an oxygen concentration gradient, Dd cells
increased the frequency of large displacements in the direction of the higher O2 region while
decreasing these in the opposite direction (Figure S2). An evaluation of the directionality of
cell migration revealed that the cells migrated more toward the higher oxygen direction (the
x-direction and quadrants Q1 and Q4 in area A2 as shown in Figure 4c and Figure S2b). In
addition, under uniform oxygen conditions, the proportion of migrating cells was increased
as the oxygen concentration became lower, especially under a hypoxic condition of≤2% O2
(Figure 5d), while the proportion of static cells tended to decrease (Figure 6b). The oxygen
concentration gradient as well as the oxygen concentration affected the migration of Dd
cells. Under an oxygen concentration gradient, the migration velocity increased not only in
the direction along the gradient (the x-direction), but also in the direction perpendicular to
it (the y-direction) (Figure 2b), implying that the migration velocity was increased due to the
hypoxic condition itself. Actually, under uniform oxygen conditions, the migration velocity
of Dd cells was larger under severe hypoxic conditions than under conditions of >2% O2
(Figure 5). Hence, hypoxic exposure accelerates the cell migration of Dd. The angle shift of
cell migration indicated that the cells increased their tendency to migrate straightly toward
a higher oxygen direction under a hypoxic condition of≤2% O2 (Figure 4d), suggesting that
the oxygen concentration gradient is a factor in determining the migration directionality.
The migration velocity of the cells migrating straightly tended to be faster than that of cells
migrating in the lower oxygen direction (Figure S3c). These results suggest that aerotaxis
involves both an increase in instantaneous speed and directionality of cells in regions of
oxygen gradient but below 2% O2.

In bacterial chemotaxis, each bacterium senses a temporal change in the chemical
concentration. In order to move in the direction of increasing concentration, the bacterium
senses the chemical concentration around the cell, and decreases the frequency of direction
change, known as tumbling [47]. In contrast, during the chemotaxis of Dd, cells are
known to migrate through actin polymerization in the direction of higher levels of the
chemoattractant cAMP. Dd cells sense a difference in chemical concentrations between the
leading and trailing edges of the cell [48], and are reportedly able to sense a difference of
only about 100 cAMP molecules [49]. Note that the cell response could strongly depend
on the relative steepness of the concentration gradient of chemoattractant rather than the
mean concentration [50]. In this study for aerotactic response, the difference ∆c in oxygen
concentration between the leading and tailing edges of the cell (i.e., ∆c = cfront − crear) is
peaked at x = 0, very far from the peak of aerotactic index at x = −1.4 mm (Figure S5a). On
the other hand, the relative gradient ∆c/c presents the maximum at −0.7 mm (Figure S5b).
Therefore, the relative gradient explains better the aerotactic response of Dd cells at very
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low oxygen concentrations (<2% O2) but not at higher concentrations. Consequently, for
more precise investigation of the threshold value as well as the relative gradient at which
aerotaxis is triggered, different device configurations would be required.

When Dd cells starve, they assemble by cAMP synthesis and secretion from cells
located at the center of the assembly and pulse relay by the surrounding cells. Just before
assembly starts, starved Dd cells reportedly show random fluctuations and increases in
motility [51]. Even in adequate nutrient conditions, it is observed that cells secrete a
quorum sensing factor (QSF) that accumulates in the medium in a cell density-dependent
manner, and that a low QSF concentration (at very low cell density) upregulates cell
motility [52,53]. The observed aerokinetic increase in motility under hypoxic conditions
might be similar to this. We suppose that Dd cells migrate extensively by increasing their
motility as an effective strategy to search for what is essential for survival either due to
starvation, isolation (QSF effect), or hypoxia (this study). Consequently, aerokinesis and
aerotaxis are such survival strategies.

Finally, we observed that Dd cells tended to change their migration direction by sensing
the surrounding oxygen concentration gradient. However, due to limited resolution, we
could not capture the shape changes or pseudopod elongation of Dd cells. Therefore,
spatiotemporal resolutions need to be improved to detect the morphological changes of
Dd cells. Furthermore, biochemical/genetic analysis will be essential to elucidate the
mechanisms of oxygen sensing of Dd cells in future work. Biondo et al. [29] found that Dd
aerotactic migration does not depend on G-protein chemotaxis signaling pathways. They
also took preliminary data showing that Dd utilizes intracellular H2O2 as an activator or
enhancer of aerotactic migration as found in mammalian cells [9]. The aerotactic migration
observed in the present study seems to be rather a positive migration to oxygen than a
negative chemotaxis away from those chemorepellents secreted under hypoxia because the
aerotactic migration under the oxygen gradient below 2% O2 generated in our microfluidic
device did not depend on cell density [42]. This new microfluidic with full control of
oxygen level and oxygen gradient will certainly help to elucidate the fine response of these
mutants and others and, therefore, the mechanisms of aerotaxis.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/pr10020318/s1, Figure S1: Comparison of oxygen concentration
profiles in the microfluidic device between measurement data and computational results; Figure S2:
Histogram of the x and y-directional displacements in 1 min in each area under an oxygen gradient;
Figure S3: Quantification of cell migration toward each quadrant or direction under an oxygen
gradient; Figure S4: Time variations of the y-directional cell migration evaluated every hour under
uniform oxygen conditions; Figure S5: Comparison of profiles of the aerotactic index and computed
profiles of the gradient or the relative gradient of oxygen concentration under an oxygen gradient.
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